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Abstract— Proper maintenance is very essential for manufacturing machinery or assets. There are number of maintenance strategies but still preventive maintenance (PM) has big portion among all other strategies of maintenance to cure the plant asset. Achieve production goal by minimizing maintenance cost is very challenging due to uncertain maintenance parameter but need of present. Therefore role of optimization is very important to maximize availability of plant machinery for production and decrease the overall maintenance cost. Optimization of PM can eliminate unnecessary maintenance activities, decrease the cost of maintenance, reduce downtime, improve system reliability, provide safety etc. This research focuses on the role of PM & maintenance management to cure plant assets and reviews the optimizations essential for PM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the role of manufacturing industry is very important to fulfill the growing demand on time and for that the machinery running for the production must be in good condition and downtime must be minimum. To maintain the manufacturing machinery in good run condition and increase availability; they need a well planned maintenance strategy. Maintenance is not only limited to the machinery but it is grouping of administrative tasks, maintenance operations or technique adopted to restore the machines at optimal conditions so that it can perform its intended function [1]. Selection of optimal maintenance strategy for any of machine is very difficult task. Because there are many factors associated with maintenance like; cost, spare parts, maintenance operations and skilled labor, restoration time etc. [2]. There are several types of maintenance strategies such as breakdown maintenance, preventive maintenance (PM), predictive maintenance (PdM), condition based maintenance (CBM), reliability centred maintenance (RCM), total productive maintenance (TPM) etc. but still preventive maintenance (PM) is core maintenance strategy [3].

II. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

PM is generally scheduled or time-interval based maintenance strategy to cure machinery. But rather than time-interval maintenance PM favours condition based maintenance as well as focus on reliability of the system or machinery. The aim of PM is to prevent failure or breakdown of machinery as well as prolong the life of machinery [4]. Further PM helps in:
- Prevent wear and tear or sudden failure
- Minimize production losses by reducing downtime
- Decrease cost of replacement
- Improves system reliability
- Enhance safety

These can be achieved through optimizing PM at every step. Effectiveness and efficiency of PM can be enhanced by optimization [3]. There are certain areas where the scope for optimization of PM such as minimize replacement cost and time, spare parts inventory, repair or replacement of the part(s) as per condition or age, optimize frequency of inspection etc. [5-7].

III. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Initially, maintenance was done when breakdown of any component occurred that’s why it is known as breakdown maintenance. But the drawback is that after the maintenance again some problems revert back and sometimes the cost may be very high as well as operator safety is in danger [8]. Now a day the maintenance perspective has been totally changed and role of maintenance functions and responsibility not limited to the maintenance department or personnel; even management is equally responsible [9]. The management play a crucial role in making proper strategy and maintenance plan for optimal maintenance solution. However, it is very complex task to manage maintenance activities and operations [10]. Simoes et al. (2011) had reported that; the 25% of overall operational cost is incurred on maintenance [11]. Salonen and Deleryd (2011) mentioned in their research that; due to bad planning or unnecessary PM activities, cost 30% of total maintenance expenditure [12]. Proper planning and maintenance management can optimize replacement cost and time, inventory of spare parts, frequency of inspection etc.
IV. ESSENTIAL OPTIMIZATIONS FOR PM

PM is very old maintenance strategy but still it has adopted in large portion for the maintenance of plant assets. At present, every production firm focused on fulfill the demand on time as well as ensure the availability of machinery. To increase the availability of machinery and prolong the life of plant asset; maintenance management ensure that the all the maintenance operations, required spare part inventory, maintenance cost, inspection frequency etc. must be optimize. Optimization of these achieved through only by balancing. The optimization of preventive maintenance can be done in following ways:

A. Optimization of replacements in PM –

There are two main areas ‘replacement costs & time’ and ‘inventory of spare parts’; where optimization is mainly concerned. Gilardonia et al. (2016) used Monte Carlo simulation method to determine PM’s time and cost [13]. Mabrouk et al. (2016) used probability density function method to determine PM’s time and cost [14] and Nouelfah et al. (2016) used Markov method [15]. Farran & Zayed (2009) studied and determined the cost of repair by using Markov model [16]. Seif & Rabbani (2014) determined replacement cost by using Integer Programming based mathematical model [17].

Overall maintenance cost significantly reduces, if the cost incurred on spare part inventory is optimum. Zahedi et al. (2017) studied spare part inventory optimization jointly with planned maintenance using simulation and flexible inventory management [18]. Siddique et al. (2018) developed a joint optimal maintenance and spare part inventory model assuming that the failure sequences follows Poisson process [19].

B. Optimization of PM with repair–

PM with repair is majorly on components age based and condition based; these two criteria optimize the cost of repair and the decision of repair mainly taken on the previous failure pattern depends on age or condition of the component. Many researchers [20-23] used probability density function based mathematical model and determine optimal economic age of components to repair.


C. Optimization of inspection interval and frequency –

The optimal inspection interval can result in maximum use the available resources thus it reduce the maintenance cost too. Optimal frequency of inspection will decrease the rate of failure of components or machinery and it will increase the mean time to failure (MTTF). Salonen & Deleryd (2011) estimated the cost of inspection by applying Analysis Based Coasting (ABC) approach [12]. Chang (2014) analyzed PM policy for the systems subject to random working, replacement and minimal repair; and suggested properties of optimal preventive maintenance policy as well as a model to analyze maintenance policies [28]. Guo et al. (2015) proposed two models first minimizing short term cost rate and second long term cost rate to find out optimal inspection intervals [29]. Aghezzaf et al. (2016) proposed a practical approximate optimization model for the integration of production and imperfect PM planning in failure-prone manufacturing systems [30].

D. Resource requirements optimization –

The resource requirement optimizations mainly focused on fulfill the requirements of maintenance side by without disturbing the production or minimizing the production loss. Berrichi et al. (2009) proposed double-objective optimization algorithms for combine production and maintenance scheduling. They minimized the system availability for maintenance side (at optimal level) and provided best assignment solution for parallel machine problems [31]. Further Berrichi et al. (2010) extended the previous work to enhance the quality of solutions; they developed an algorithm based on Multi-Objective Ant Colony Optimization (MOACO) approach [32].

Sometime the maintenance activities of assets not done by own due to limited resources or other reasons and the maintenance services hired from outside on contract basis. To hire contract maintenance service, it must be optimize or compare the cost of contract and in-house maintenance cost component to component. Shaomin (2012) developed an approach to measure the profits of good PM actions, defined bonus functions (to pay bonus for quality PM) and get optimize solutions when PM is outsourced [33]. Hamidi et al. (2016) studied two game-theoretic models for lease contract. First is non-cooperative game-theoretical model; divided in two lessee (contractor)-lessor (owner) model and leader (owner)-Follower (contractor) model and second is cooperative model. In lessee-lessor non-cooperative simultaneous move game they act simultaneously and take their decisions independently. In leader-follower non-
cooperative game owner make maintenance policies and contractor has to follow accordingly. In cooperative game, they target total profit maximization. Finally their results show that the lessee-lesser non-cooperative game model can gain more profit then others [34].

V. CONCLUSION

Maintain plant machinery in good conditions is difficult and challenging by without more disturbing the production. Achieve an optimal maintenance schedule with quality maintenance is very tough task. This review mainly focuses on the PM areas whereas the optimization is essential. The optimization of PM mainly focuses on the areas; optimization of replacements, optimization of PM with repair, optimization of inspection interval and frequency and resource requirements optimization. Also, reviewed those researches; which developed model or techniques to optimize maintenance policies and found optimal PM solutions.
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